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To a ,reat extent, this project has been exploratory in nature.

-Ice there have been few concrete die i- -lc in renlm of

ehildreu's art, particularly relatl,ng to the early marks and c..cribbies

that children make, a good deal of tima has been spent in exploring

possibilities for research rather than on hypothesis testing. Foss

it would be better to viev this report as a preliminary view of the

potentialities of art expression Ifor p eschool children rather than as

a completed project,

'his report is divided inCo, three main sect ons. The _irst section

deals primarily with the first tuo years of vorli. In part, some ef this

information has been reportel elsewhere, so that the first section is

essentially a summary of some of the earlier explorations. The next

section deals with the few hypotheses that have been tested this past

year. This represents an attumpt at building t:Ieory rather than .:11e

usual carefully controlled experiment. The last section tries to draw

ome Implications from the work completed to date.

Although the stnee on this project consistud prim rily of the prin-

cip:11 nve5tiaator and one researCh asst3ton thsre are many viho have

A report from the Cornell Researh Frc/gram in Early Development and

tdueation, a subcontractor under the Uational Program on Early Childhood

Education of the Oentral Midvestern Regional Educational Laboratory, a

private nonprofit corporation supported iu pact as a regional educational

laboratory by funds from the Vational inscitutc of Education, Department

of Health, Zducation and Welfare.



coat ibuted votuntatily or on a part-tine basis t our findings. This

lce not only staff me bars at Cornell and g Aduate students who have

been attracted to this are but also the nursery school teachers and

ticu ly, course, the children themselves.

1. Ear3v.Inves'cigations

Much of the initial investigations into Cho Area of preschool art

have been reported in detail elsewhere (Brittain, 1969; Brittain, 1970).

Included here is onlv a brief summary of some of the directions taken in

the early stages of work. A. good deal of time was spent observing nursery

school children whie they were drawing and painting. It became obvious

why nore work had not been done in this area, since ehe scribbles are not

easy for adults to understand, and the investigators found it somewhat

diJ7ficult to go beyond the mere enjoyment of ehe art itself.

k. Observational studie2

After spending some t me trying to tape conreents t at children

while painting at the nur.,ery school easel, it wa discovered that an

adult was an impo-ctant part of he recording process. A. dozen of the 16

four-year-old children seemed to enjoy having an adult near by and were

often very free with their comments about what they were painting and

drawing. B; comparing these taped comments of both the child and the

adult with the finished product, some inferences mere drawn.

Scribbles do have meaning to the child who is making the drawings.

Often a drawing of an objent is not a visual representation of the object,

but a haptic response to the object. That is, a dog is not shown as a

photographic representaaon, but may be shown as a series of up and down

scribbles representing the movement of the dog rather than the dog's

appearance. A better way to explain this might be to say that the drawing

instrument becomes the dog which bounds across the page.

The drawings tended to change as ehey ware worked on, and the drawn

image was incorporated into a changing representatioa. Often the finished

picture looked little like it did at the beginning, and the amount of draw-

ing had little relationship to when the child sai-d it was complete. A11

comments that the children made about the drawings were in the present

tense and it appeared that there was no preplanning. 'The completed



,record of Le hiald.ng process Tether than a

cencrate reT,t SQ rtatiOn a p 7.Cular chought or imagl.

childrr di_ recegr, their own paintings the day

c mplcd. Even these that were recognized were not

'dent fied by what vac portrayed as ruch as by a recall of the proces.

tt.:Klug ryInts and placing paint on the paper v-us more important than tie

visual ining'e, OT poLisib"4 the viva Lmage vas rot retained from one dny

to the next

A good deal of paiating vas manipulative in nature; the color and

tactile quality of paint seemed to be enjoythle experiences. In fact,

nracb criblAing 5.5 sim7nly the result of manipulation rativ-x than

attempts airepresentation. go child attempted to draw a specified,

preconceived picture. However, ell children tended to dirw ionzer

an rdult present net so much to ecragorrent rraise but rather

to serve ag a sou ding board.

and three dimensionaL
ropresentr.t ion

Reprcationa1 drawing requires abstractng fror a throe dimen-

_al object its essential characteristics and placing diese on a two

dimensional surface. It would seem much simpler to represent a three

dimensional object with a three dimensional material, such as clay;

therefore it might be easier for young children to portray parts of their

environment in clay rather than by (leaving on a flat surface*

one of the local nursery schools provided the population for an ex-

ploratory study of this assumption. Ealf the thi!dren were asked to draw

a man and a few days la asked to male a man out of clay. 'The

other half of the children we-, asked to maAe the clay representation

first. The drawings and clay forms were analyzed, first using the

Goodenough-Harris Draw-a-Man-Scale, next they 'were judged for quality,

on a five point scale, and theu the products were examined on the basis

of individual differerces in expression.

No piece of clay vork was jadged higher than any drawing for any

child. There no indic,tion that working with clay was a better

ure of a child's representational abilitie Chan was his drawing.



IQ fact, som.:1 childrcn trld to toprosent a man by rAling balI s of clay

into a snal4c form and using this as a drawing material, and essentially

made a two dimensional representation. The three dimensional material

ic not provid- for eater ease or 11-ighLr quality representation.

C. Drawing objects

Several three dimensional geometric forms, some with open ends

holes Ln one or more sides, of varying sizes from nine to 12 inches tall,

were given to about 12 four-year-olds at the Cornell Nursery School to

draw. Each child was given the opportunity to examine and manipulate

these objects and then he vas asked to draw these form- wi h a felt pen

on wilite paper.

The drawings ranged from big ihUes to a few drawin that could

be interpreted as attempted representations of the object. However, of

most interest were the drawings that fell between these two extremes.

Some children drew only those parts of the forms with which they had con-

tact and sometimes the hole in an object woulei be shown with a vague form

surrounding it. For example, a cylinder was portrayed as circular shapes

with nondescript lines around them. Apparently children were drawing a

representation of an experience with an object rather than a visual rep-

resentation of the object itself.

Drawin, squares

Seventy five children, from three to five years of age, were asked

to copy a square. These drawings ranged from scribbles to a good square

representation. As would 1)e expected, most three-year-olds could not

make a square representation, whereas most five-year-olds could. This

corresponds closely to studies of geometric form copying as reported in

the literature. Between these extremes, those forms which were almost

squares were made primarily by four-year-olds. It was decided to see if

it vas possible to help these children make better squares.

Children from the Cornell Nursery School, r nging in age from 42

months to 49 months, were used for this experiment. 5he children were

pretested by asking Chem to copy a square using a felt pen and white
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p,ver. It was thoug-t that an adult's interest in squares might be a key

factor, so sessions wora planned to provide extensive training to a de-

creasing number of children. The whole group was given cardboard squares

to feel and trace around. The next session, vhich consisted of two fewer

children, wore then shown how to draw four separate lines and were assist d

ia completing a square. Fewer and fewer children were given more and mor

help untiL the last fey Chadren had been tho::oughly saturated with a

variety of exercises such as finding squares in the environment, con-

structing squares out of paper strips, cutting out predrawn squares, and

so on.

Appro%imately one month later a postte.t was given. Again the in-

-ctions were for the child to copy a square. The pretest and posttest

sanples were mixed together and arranged on a continuum. Although the

posttest copies came out a little better than the pretest, there seemed

to ba no consistency, and some children drew a poorer square on the post

ust samples. The results showed that the variety and degree of training

5aemed to have no effect on the ability of these children to copy squares.

II. .Rec.ent_ investi ations

The past yetx has been spent completing earlier studies, and testing

hypotheses that evolved from earlier investigations. In addition, an

attempt was made to follow with video tape the process that children use

in developing their art product. Each of ehese areas will be discussed

in sone detail.

Square copying ability

From the preliminary investigation mentioned above, it was hypothe -

sized that administering square copying exercises to preschool children

will not improve their square copying ability. A complete report of the

study appears as a thesis by Williams (1970). One hundred and four pre-

school children comprised the population. There were an equal number of

boys and girls of three and four years of age. Each child was in one of

four groups for square copying exercises,
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Group A sat, a film wh!.ch showed a square ng made. This method

vaz limited t visual image, based on the i 1- oriented theory of

Gibson (1)66) which suggests the use of visual feedback in image making.

Croup D utilized a flat wooden board of about three feet square which

had fo removab .e sides. The child was encouraged to m_ ipulate and

replace the four sides. This method was based in part on some of Piaget

(1967) theories. Group C was shown several cards; upon each was a square

or some other shape. As the child was shown the cards there was an

accompanying verbal description showing how the shape on each card was

like or unlike a square. This method was based on the response-oriented

theory of Olson (1968)0 Group D was a control group; these children were

engaged in nursery school pleasantries for a comparable length of time.

A pretest of copying a squam was followed by three training sessions

of five to ten minutes each, within a period of several days. The post-

,t was also simply copying a square.

Ail copIes of the squares were put into a pIle. Seven judges then

independently .orted enese, from poorest to best.

Although the degree of change was often small, a significant number

of children in the card sorting group (C) and a nonsignificant number of

children in Che wood square group (B) improved in square copying ability.

Girls tended to improve in ability after the verbal task (C) and boys

did better after the activity task (B). Boys tended to draw la,:ger after

the activity task, whereas girls drew 1.,_ge after the verbal task. There

was great variation in strategy for all groups, particularly for younger

children, although the control group's ability remained fairly constant.

Considering the relatively small degree of improvement observed in

the copying ability of children, there seems no justification for es ab-

lishing such training activities for preschool children. It came as a

surprise that differences between boys and girls could be observed. Re-

sults were clearly defined for the four-year-old group. Since girls

tended to improve after a verbal task and boys after en activity task,

it may be that a combination of methods would provide a means for deveiop-

ing successful copying abilities. It appears that the interaction between

the child and the stimuli is an important consideration in such a learning

task.

'7



It siou1d be emphasized that the invest gators were riot inrestea

in developing methods to improvc squar:e making ability, but saw this

task as one means of determining some of the questions that are important

to consider in analyzing drawing behavior. Certainly the small degree of

improvement in square making ability by the population indicates that it

would be far easier to wait a year for three to four year old children to

mature sufficienlly to perform such a tack than it would be to spend

nearly the same length of time in what is basically a frustrating task

for both the child and the teacher.

Matching, recognition,
tracing, and copying

The following study was concerned with a quest on of whether the

inaJility to copy a geometric form is caused either by perceptual prob-

lems or by lack of motor ability. The study i- reported in full as

thesis by Collett (1971). For purposes of this experiment a triangle

was ehosen as the stimulus figure, because ordinarily children of this

age would not be able to perform this task successfully. The age norm

for copying a triangle is slightly over five years (Gesell, 1940).

Four tasks were designed to test the children's matching, recog-

nition, tracing, and triangle making capacities. The first task was

simply to see if the child could identify another triangle when he saw

one. He was given a sheet of paper with a triangle at the top and a

series of geometric forms below, including a triangle. He was asked to

put a mark on the triangle which looked just like the one above. The

second task was similar except that there was no comparison triangle.

The child was given a series of geometric forms and asked to put a dot

On the triangle. The third task was a tracing exercise. He was shown

a triangle printed on a sheet of paper and given a yellow marker and

asked to trace right over the triangle. The fourel task consisted of

giving the child an empty sheet of paper and asking him to copy a triangle

which appeared on a separate sheet. The model triangle was left for him

to refer to if he wished.

The subjects for this study were 48 preschool children ranging in

age from 3 years 7 months to 5 years 7 months. There were an equal
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number of boys and girls and most of them were fron aiddle-class back-

ounds.

The matching and the roco-ition t -ks could be scored objectively.

A rating scale for judging the tL -t LI, and copying tasks was devised and

two juds scored these tasks separately, with an interrelator reliability

of .94 on die tracing task and .91 on the copying task.

All the children wore able to discriminate a triangular form from

other geometric figures. All but one child also performed the recogni-

tion task succes fully (this one child could do none of the production

tasks).

As was expected, children improved in their ability to trace a

triangle as they grew older. There was a similar pattern in the copying

task. Apparently the tasks were relatively difficult for the three-year-

old, but the four- and five-year-olds could approximate a triangle on

both the tracing and copying tasks.

Of interest is the fact that there was a correlation (r=.70) for

the tracing and copying tasks for the youngest group only. The middle

and older groups had no correlation between tracing and copying. Although

the three-year-olds had considerable variation and ability, those who

seemed to do well in tracing alPo did wall in copying. But among childrc

about five years old, some can trace better than thLy can copy, some can

copy better than they can trace, and some can do both well. It appears

that the ability to do a good job of tracing does not necessarily precede

the ability to copy.

Although the sample in thIs study was small (n=48) it does raise

questions relative to the relationship between tracing and copying. It

msclearthat the ability to discriminate and recognize comes early.

However, for elder children the tracing and copying tasks seemed to require

different abilities. Tracing is usually regarded as a motor task; it

would seem logical that the development of perceptual skills (as in dis-

criminating and recognizing triangles) plus motor ability (as in tracing

over triangles ) would provide the copying ability necessary to produce

forms. Becaus- this does mot seem to be the case, it may be that some

of the present teaching methods folloving this pattern of development



sho ld be aptn to quesLiari. Pos., ply copying skil a-ce cogTilLive and

may take antecedents other 17,1:ceptual and motor ability.

C. Neanin fulnesa and
copying ability

Apparently it is a difficult task for young children to copy

geometric forms. However, if these forms have a meaning for the child,

the ability to copy might be accomplished sooner than is possible than

if a child is merely asked to do this task for a meaningless shape. It

was hypothesized that asking a child to copy a familiar form would be an

easier task than having the child copy a comparable geometric form.

A triangle shape was selected as the stimulus since three- to five-

year-olds would show various degrees of ability in their attempts

reproduce it. The normal age for success in triangle copying is about

five years, three months (Gesell, 1940). The subjects for this study

were the same 48 preschool children mentioned previously. They rangeu

in age from three year , 5even months to five years, seven months. The

subjects were tested indivivally and were first shown a triangle on a

separate piece of paper and then were asked to "make one just like this

on your paper". The second task was to copy a witch's hat. This hat

vas shown as a drawing along with three other hats including a top hat,

a lady's hat, and a mountain climber's hat. The witch's hat was a

triangle with an accentuated peak and an elongated base.

The two sets of triangles (copies of the simple triangle and copi

of the witch's hat) numbering some 96 reproductions, were judged for

accuracy. There was no significant difference in the production methods

copying the triangle versus copying the hat.

The ability to accurately copy a triangle followed a definite pro-

gression with age. Twenty-one of the 43 children scored equally well

on their copies of both the triangle and the hat. These copies were ex-

amined more carefully and most of the reporductions of the hat indicated

either a more clearly recognizable peak or elongated base. Although the

rlangle shape was not easier to reproduce when put into a familiar con-

xt, the children were able to "see" it as a witch's hat.

10
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The study av_ somr indica

and putting it into a familiar context

ing the geometric shape

have little influence

on children's copying ability. A detailed report appears in a thesis

bi Trisdorfer (1972).

D. A telev_sion record of
the drawing process

During the spring of 1970, an attempt was made to record on video-

tape the drawing process of preschool children. The initial attempts

were unsuccessful, because of several technical problems. The use of

one inch tapes and the Ampex equipment was discarded in favor of the

greater portability anc: versatility of the half inch tape used on Sony

equipment. The portable camera and battery-supplied-current made the

task of following particular children much easier. The problem of sound

reproduction was solved by supplying wireless microphones for individual

children and picking up their voices through an Ft4 receiver. This per-

mitted easy monitoring of the conversation between a particular Child

and an adult.

Some eight to ten 20-minute tapes were gathered and these were

viewed during the past year. It is obvious that there are many things

occurring in the drawing process, and the possibilities of capturing

and analyzing this material are great. At this point, however, little

has been done systematically with these tapes, but there are some inter-

esting sequences which should be mentioned.

For most children the use of art materials is serious business. The

gripping of the crayon, the holding of the brush, and the twisting of the

clay are all done with a sense of purpose and urgency. We have no ex-

amples of "fooling around" with art materials. One sequence shows a

youngster trying to cut a piece of light cardboard with a pair of

scissors. It is obvious that this is a real struggl, and although other

things intervene, the task goes on for nearly 15 minutes before completion.

The satisfaction in completing the task is obvious and no particular use

was made of the pieces once they were cut. Apparently satisfaction comes

from the accomplishment and resulted from the process itself.
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The role of tha teacher was looked at closely. It seems as if an

cdult can ha an intrusion an oftri as a help. For example, en.e youngster

was pasting a collage; the nursery scbool teacher, seeing the difficulty,

assisted the youngster, at which time the child promptly stopped thc ac-

tivity and pushed it aside. In another sequence two girls were exchanging

clay biscuits and pretending to eat them. Ihe arrival of the teacher

halted this bit of dramatic play as though the children thought it wa--

undesirable for an adult to see such activitLes.

are further assumptions that can be drrtrrn from these tapes,

but the testing of these hypotheses would have to be done systematically

with a large population. The use of these tapes is providing an oppor-

tunity to build theory but not to test it.

It must be mentioned in passing that isolated sequences within these

tapes, properly edited and with commentary, wuld provide an excellent

means for the education of those who question the value of art materials

for children. It was fairly obvious to Chis observer that the manipula-

tion of materials, the creation of forms, and the o1vici of artistic

problems provided self-learning experiences fox these children.

E. A comparison of drawing
and writing

The following Study was relatively simple and was carried out during

the summer of 1970 at one of the local Ithaca nursery schools. Preliminary

observations of children's drawings seemed to indicate that those children

who could write their names were also children who had progressed beyond

scribbling in drawings. In other words, there seemed to be a parallel

development between the achievement of forms in Chr, drawings and achieve-

ment of forms in the writing. Although there were exceptions, these nay

be motivational.

Several drawings were gathered from some 40 preschool children over

a period of two weeks. Each child was asked to put his name on his

drIwing, and if he said he could not do this task, he was given encourage-

ment or told that he could "make believe" he was yriting his name. The

drawings and attempts at name making were empared on some 100 drawings

on which both appeared. Only those drawings were examined in which dhe
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ara-wing ri mm as the same fQr both expression ancl ri1n making.

the re s Its were quite clear in supporting the- hrpothesjs that if
a child roalces closed forms in drawings, his w'Xitin aiscs inc] udas clo
forms. af the aild is still scribbling over a page, the uri ting sample,
a1thotigh sinaller, is also primarily a. scribble. Traose child:Ten who were

rmking recognizable objects ir their drawings were also matting reccgrtizable
let ters,

Although the above study was relatively simple,
apparent that no further plans have been made to enlazge the sample or
ieplicate the experiment, It becalm obvious to thte investigator tha.t
the production of forms would be parallel in both ciraving and writing .
The implications of this take on some impo=tazce in the teaching of
log:citing. obviously some children at the kindergarten le-vel will net he
making fcirrvzs chat are closed, or naming that -which they lave rude, or
eve n making recognizable obje cts in their dravings Teiri ting exercise s

v.zould be beyond the abilities of these youngsters and could be frustrating,.
Since there seem. to be ample differences between tne size of the (Ixaving
and the uri ting (even the youligest children made tne %citing -nuch smaller)

c Noilld appear that problems of muscle control or coordination are nct
the prime factors in achiwing success in writing. the ability to foxm
concepts and portray recognizable obj ects Sewn snore basic to both retIods
of form rtalcing.

F. The drawing of geometric forms
on various shaped backgrounds

This a a pyrelirninary sttidy using only 10 chil.dren aged th ee years
to fonr yeaxs, three months of age. Each child was asked co copy a
circle, a scuare , and a tr:Earigle on a. circulax piee of paper ; he vas
them asked to copy the same area forms on a aquzars piece of -paper ant
finally he vas asked to repeat the process on a tri.angUlar piece of paper.
The tasks were spread out ovex a month's time so th.at each child would
not grow tixed of copying so many forms. The farm to be copied and the
shape of the paper upon which it was drawn were randomly distributed
C3veX Che tire and with the population.



As nigh t y child could dravi a reasonably good
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on a cir-cular piece of 'paper. Each child was also able to draw
a circl-e on the square piece of paper. However, only five children were
able to dr-aw a :ixcle on a triangular piece of paper, and four of these
were time older thilclren.

As was nertticned ear, er, notmaLly at the age of four a child can
copy a squlare. llowever, (mly two of the Qlder children were able to
copy- a sqLsare oil a circular piece of paper. Seven of the ten children
were able to copy a square on a square piece of paper and only one child
was able =o copy square on a triangular piece of paper.

Normally 1t is not until after five years of age that a youngster
can copy a triangae. Only one child was able to copy a triangle on a
circular piece of paper. This same child vas able to perform this task
o.--a a squar-e piece of paper. However, five children were able to make
rcognizatble tr-iangles on a triangular piece of paper and all of the
children Tfwere T,Jel1 under filLre years of age.

Atl of this raises some serious ctiestiorls relative to the norms of
aeconpi-ishment for the task of geometric form copying. A good deal of specu-
l-iti on haa gone on as to why the triangle is a difficult task for young-
sters to accomplish (olson, 1968). It may be that different results
woad De obtained if triangular pieces of paper were used as a drawing
base instead_ De the usuet rectangular piece of paper. An equal number

of children vece able to draw the circle upon the triangular paper as
could draw tie triangle an the triangular paper. The square, on the
other hand, was very- difficult to accomplish on the triangular paper,
with only one obild being successful in this task. This raises the
ques tion of -whether the youngs ters see the geometric form as a mas s ,

vliether these orits are seen as merely individual lines that touch at
ranaorn points. If the latter, then the shape of the paper can be used
as a refarence, and therefore the paper shape plays an important role in
determining the success of such copying. It is anticipated that most
adults see the linear representation of a geometric form as being a posi-
tive shape and readily recognizable as having a form which could be re-
moved from the paper-, However, it nay be that some children do not have

14
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this concept and see the outline as merely the random placing of lines on

a paper. Understanding the task as the latter would make the copying pro-

ceduresmuch more complex and difficult. Obviously more work needs to be

done on this aspect of form copying.

G. The effect of experience upon
preschool children's drawings

One of the problems Chat faced us vas tho question of how much

dh ldren's drawings were effected by their imnediate experiences. There-

fore, an attmmpt was made to see what Changes would be made in preschool

children's drawings after a series of selected experiences. This naterial

is reported in detail in a thesis hy Mauer (1971). Tarty two preschool

atildren were involved in the study. They ranged in age from ehree years,

two months to five years, six months. lt was hypothesized that there

would be a change in the drawings of children after they had had a variety

of experiences. A pretest and posttest drawing were collected from each

dhild at several sessions with a variety of experiences and at one con-

trol session vith no experience. The experiences included having each

child examine carefully his own first drawing, asking hin to rub and

feel a variety of textures, ihowing him a series of pictures and card-

board constructions, asking him to examine a set of human figure drawings

and also presenting him with an elaborate jack-in-the-box toy.

Record was kept of the time spent on each drawing, and judges com-

pared the pretest and posttest for each experience. These were judged

for a variety of artistic characteristics, including the amount of rep-

resentation, eie amount of detail the area covered, the pressure used,

and so forth.

Although same interesting things evolved from the study, the analysis

of the data did nmt support the hypothesis. Apparently experiences such

as the above haare no imaediate effect upon children's drawings. As might

be expected, older children drew nore representations, girls drew more

human figures than boys, middle-class children drew nore human figures

than poor children, and the time spent in drawing a picture increased

with age. From the drawings produced, it seems as if the three-year-old
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is more involved in the kinesthetic activity since his drawings are

primarily scribbles, whereas die fiveyear-old seems more visually

aware of his environment.

Since the influence of the effect of the experience was not seen in

subsequent drawings, it Can only be assumed that differences in drawings

are caused by deep-seated reactions to fhe environment and are not in-

fluenced by the immediate experience. Such deep-seated influences

clude developmental chauges which may be the oac most important factor.

In other words, three-year-olds draw more like three-year-olds and five-

year-olds draw more like five-year-olds, than do three- and five-year-

olds draw like each other after having had the same experience.

the 'Work

CoLlElani_L2_11.21

Appearing again and again in these studies is the importance of the

teacher as a catalyst in the drawing process. Youngsters are generally

eager to draw with an adult present as compared to a setting 17ith no adult

present. Children were also eager to discuss their drawings with an adult,

which gives some indication that the art acttvity performed in isolation

may not be as educationally valuable. However, the teacher does not need

to worry about the proper verbal stimulation since it appears that an

occasional grunt or nod of head does quite well. The work with the

"square copying" tasks and the "drawing after experiences" study also

points out the importance of an adult giving support and acting as a

sounding board for young children. It should also be noted that a nursery

school teacher can inadvertently halt or change activities; some of the

television tapes gathered show this quite clearly. It almost appears that

a grunting or nodding adult may be a more positive influence than a con-

stantly verbal directing one.

Another interesting factor that has come up again and again

in these studies is that the process seems to be more important to the

children than the product itself. For young children the manipulation of

colors or the achievement of control over a pair of scissors is enough

satisfaction without having to have a definite displayable art product.

Many children could not recognize their own paintings the following day.
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Even children who hed lust conulnted ming copies of squares could not

identify their own attempts as squares. This raises serious questions

about the usual nursery school art activities that teud to focus on a

particular product that youngsters often are expected to take home.

Developmental differences became quite cleer when. comparing produ

of the three-year-old and the four-year-old. The longer the investigat

worked with children, the more apparent these differences became. For

example, three-year-olds tendec to draw their eeperience with objects

rather than the objects themselves. However, older children tried to

represent the visual qualities of these objects. The four- and five-

year-olds include many more attempts at human figure drawing than do

younger children, although these may not be easily recognized by the

casual observer. Varying the art material apparently does not influence

these developmental differences, although the crayon, pencil, or felt pen

does give the youngster fewer problems in controlling the art media, and

therefore more detail and consequently more clear representations emerge.

These drawing differences are closely related to the copying abilities

of yeengsters and the three-year-old who is not dratjin g recognizable

objects is also not able to copy geometric forms.

It seems that there is little that can be done to speed Up or ehange

the drawing ability or developmental level in artistic expression. Aet

immediate experience seems not to be reflected in drawings, and even

trying to change or improve the copying abiliey of youngsters over a

period of time does not seem to be particularly successful. However,

some small change was seen in those abilities wilen manipulative acttvity

and verbal discussion was carried on between a child and an adult experi

menter. Certainly some of these poss:Ibilities are worth further explorati

It seems that the young child does not increase in his drawing ability

only because his notor coordination improves.. That is, there are other

factors that seem to be more important in drawieg than the ability to con

trol a pencil. Even three-year-olds when attempting to write their names

made the marks much smaller than when attempting to drat; objects. Nor

does perceptual skill hold the key to artistic expression. All three-

year-olds tested in one study could easily pick a triangle from a series
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of gcome ask of copying a triangle y difficult.forms, Yet:

Ev n tracing, which could be seen as a motor skill, did riot necessarily

precede co ying abilities. It would then seem that each of these tasks

(recognition, tracing, and copying) are related not as much t3 each other

as to a developmental pattern. Putting a triangle into a meaningful con-

text didn't make the task any easier. Form copying appears to be an ab-

ract process closely related to a child's ability to draw pictures of

his environment. The cognitive functionings of the child apparently need

to be developed to a level that makes it possible to conceptualize shapes

and forms before either task, copying or picture making, can be accomplished.

Young children use various strategies in drawing activities; even ehe

hand grip changes. Zhe ability to copy forms fluctuates aver A short

period of time; the ability to produce a square does not proceed in a

straight Line froTn a scribble to a near square-like form. Possibly the

youngster is seeing Chase forws not as closed shapes but rather as inde-

pendent lines placed on ehe page ia what may seem like a random order.

That the shape of the paper upon which he is drawing can change the ch'ld s

ability to copy soma of these forms needs to be examined more closely.

This could be upsetting to all of the work that has been done on establish-

ing norms for geometric form copying, all of which may well have been done

on rectangular paper.

The literature about preschool art is pLentifuL. However, most of

it deals with projects and activities that are considered suitable for

the nursery school. Recently, however, sore experimental work has been

reported; this undoubtedly reUects the growing concern about the impor-

tance of the preschool years in influencing and setting the stage for

later growth. This does not seem to ba the place for the review of some -

of the more i teresting studies that have been done, but a review of

the pertinent literature appears in the completed theses mentioned earlier.

The nursery school has become an integral part of our educational

system. Art activities normally play au important role in the usual nursery

school program. The toportance of understanding what is involved when

children perform a range of art tasks needs to be thorou hly examined. It

seems as if we are just beginning this task.
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